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Maximize your AHEAD Regional Affiliate: 

A World of Network Opportunities 

Creating First-class Bylaws for your Affiliate 

This list will provide ideas on how to create first class bylaws within your 

affiliate.  Please use this list as a resource or building tool for your 

current or prospective affiliate. 

Bylaws are a set of rules adopted by an organization or assembly for governing its own meetings or 

affairs. There are three general types of rules that are often included within bylaws: 

 Good Bylaws include: 

 Definitions of organizational structure  

 Descriptions of the rights and duties of members. An organization's 
bylaws are intended to detail the rights and duties of the members 

within the organization and the extent to which the general 

membership retains control, or to be relieved of detailed concern 

with, the organization's business.  

 Descriptions of the group's decision-making process. Before a 
group-decision can be made, the group must agree on what 

constitutes a decision, what is the process for reaching this 

decision, and how much agreement must exist before the decision can 

be regarded as reflecting the will of the group.  

 Must be clear, concise, and unambiguous; and  

 Must be made no more restrictive nor more detailed in specification 
than necessary; and  

 Should correspond with the actual (or intended) current practice 
and operation of the organization  

 Be sure to include an inclusion or non-discrimination statement.  

 

 Additional Tips for Writing Good Bylaws: 

 Be specific in other board policies that easily can be changed  

 Allow the board to create "such committees as it may determine" 
without defining them in the bylaws 

 Leave detailed job descriptions for other documents 

 Be clear on who the chief executive officer is, whether he/she is 
on the board and, if so, with or without vote  

 Be clear that the role of the board is governance, policy, long-
term strategies— not the top rung of management  

 Address the issue of term limits or not in the bylaws  

 Elect a chair for an unlimited number of one-year terms so long as 
he/she is a qualified board member  
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 Let the chief executive determine the management structure, not the 
board, and allow that person to appoint other staff, not the board  

 Create a Board Policies Manual (BPM) as a separate document and 
refer to it in the bylaws as appropriate  

 Be clear on how amendments to the bylaws can be made, usually 
requiring a super majority vote after proper notice is given  

 Assign a board development committee to review the bylaws at every 
board meeting for compliance and for suggestions on how to improve 

them 
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